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Introduction
One misconception about sports betting is that it
has some kind of strategy or magical approach
which a player can use to influence the result of
the game and guarantee payout. Sadly such
strategy or magical approach is non-existential.
Sports betting is not a question of skills, being a
mathematical genius will not guarantee once
success in playing. There are several aspects
affecting the game which makes online betting
daunting.
Despite this, it is not correct to claim that sports
betting cannot create money. It may cause extra
effort and discipline however being equipped with
the right knowledge, though may not guarantee
success, could increase the probability of winning.
The purpose of this page is to provide helpful tips
that can benefit, not only beginners but expert
bettors as well. Though listed here are simple
advice, these can develop good basic foundation
in online betting.

1

Losing is Inevitable
As mentioned above online betting has no
winning guarantee this is why it is common even
for the most expert players to losvve bets. The
probability of getting correct assumption or
prediction is zero therefore the acceptance of the
inevitable fact is recommended to all kinds of
player.
However this is not mentioned to discourage you
to bet but the purpose is to assist you in
developing the right mindset. As contradicting as
it seem, in sports betting, some losing bets can be
considered as good bets. If it was a bet made
from right reasons then the chances of winning is
far more possible than not.

2

Knowledge is Power
Knowledge is power, a statement which most
considered cliche but none can deny its trurthfulness,
at least not in sports betting. It is believe that what you
know brings you to specific decisions therefore it is
rational to say that the more information you gather
the likelihood of you coming to the right conclusion.
Extensive research is not necessary however knowing
relevant news and recent form are suggested. You
might assume that a soccer team who won the
championship last competition is guaranteed to win
the upcoming game but this thinking might change if
you learn that their star player wont be able to
participate in the next game due to certain factors.
To sum it up, it is indeed beneficial to acquire and
study information

3

Know Your Game
This item is inline with the previous one as this
pertains to limiting your bet only to those sports
which you have insights about. As previously
discussed what you know affects your chance of
winning that is why it is to your advantage to only
make bets to sports which are well known to you.
However this should not prevent you from
exploring other sports, but instead, make you
aware of the importance of specializing a small
number of sports.

4

Online Betting
We all know the convenience of doing things
online therefore betting online is the best course
of action. Not only does it provide convenience
but the odds offered are far more competitive and
if you have accounts at a few different sites such
as ASIANODDS then comparing odds and getting
the best prices would be as easy as pie since it
offers comparison of bookies.
In addition betting online provides a better value
to your money in the forms of bonuses,
promotions and the likes which can lead to a
bigger payout

5

Be a Smart Risk Taker
The effectiveness of approaches and betting
strategies varies and can only be gauge through
testing this is why we encourage bettors to
experiment. Just bare in mind that approaches
and strategies do not always give you a positive
outcome and therefore keeping notes is
important to analyze your result which can be
useful to you on your future bets.

6

The Importance of

Patience & Discipline
As a beginner sports betting may become frustrating
as you may only experience very few success however
this is where the importance of patience comes in, one
should realize that learning everything and developing
the right skills in sports betting takes time and that
instant success is not common to beginners.
As we know many bettors end up losing their money
due to their inability to limit and control their selves
from making huge irrational wager which is why we
give emphasis to discipline. Good discipline help
bettors to gamble responsibly. For more advice on how
to be a responsible bettor visit ASIANCONNECT's
responsible gambling page.
We do not claim that the following tips will make one a
successful bettor however we guarantee this will help
in making a profit from betting.
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Feature Bookies
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